How to Study
Koford

Step 1: Read something before class

Read the outlines, or the introduction and section summaries before coming to class. This will help prepare your mind to take in the new material.

Step 2: Come to Class

Coming to class is another opportunity to see the material; repetition helps! In addition, we do lots of activities in class that help you to remember ideas.

Step 3: “Do” the lecture material after class

Try “doing” the lecture material after class. What seems easily accomplished on the board may be difficult when you try it on your own. When you get stuck, fill in your understanding with additional reading in the textbook.

Step 4: Take MyEconLab seriously

Take time to learn the material during the assignment portion of MyEconLab. This will help you to do well on the quizzes and will also help when taking exams.

Step 5: Take exam reviews in exam setting

You can obtain the maximum benefit from exam reviews if you take them in an exam environment. Give yourself about 1 minute per question in a closed note, no talking environment. If you wait until we go over the review in class or until the answers become available, you will not obtain the maximum benefit!